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Is there a passive in Nahuatl? 

1. Introduction 

Una Canger 
University of Copenhagen 

The title of this paper is polemically naive. But a more appropriate one: "Do 
we gain or lose by calling a certain construction in Nahuatl a passive? And 
what is it that we gain or lose?" is much too long for a title of any short paper. 

The passive is a construction that has received no little attention in the last 
forty years since Noam Chomsky attempted to teach us that a passive sentence 
is a transform from an active sentence. And a number of scholars have since 
then dealt cross-linguistically with the passive and related constructions and 
have tried - with meagre success - to arrive at a definition of the passive. 
Let me quote a few. In the final summary of her book from 1984 Siewierska 
finds that: 

The passive may therefore be characterized as a construction: 
a) which has a corresponding active the subject of which does not function as 

the passive subject 
b) the event or action expressed in the passive is brought about by some person 

or thing which is not the passive subject, but the subject of the correspond
ing active 

c) the person or thing if not overt is at least strongly implied. 
(Siewierska 1984:256) 

and she concludes that: 

The term passive can only be valid and useful for purposes of language description 
if it refers to the same type of structure in all languages in which this construction 
is said to be displayed. The discussion here has shown that the constructions called 
passive have very little in common. [ ... ] Whether the three properties that they 
share warrant a common passive label is debatable. 

(Siewierska 1984:259) 
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Shibatani comments that: 

the familiar controversy over whether a given construction should be considered 
passive is pointless; rather, a description must be offered in terms of how such a 
construction is similar to or different from the prototypical passive. 

(Shibatani 1985: 822) 

and in the article he constantly returns to "defocusing of an agent" as "the pri
mary pragmatic function of the passive prototype". 

The aims of the present paper are twofold: first I wish to demonstrate that 
Nahuatl spoken in the 16th century did not have a passive. The Nahuatl con
structions which are traditionally called passive and impersonal are more 
appropriately described - not as impersonals -but as having an unspecifiable 
subject; and in fact, the traditional distinction between passives and imper
sonals is mainly confusing. 

To my knowledge, no one - neither typologists (Siewierska 1984) nor 
specialists of Nahuatl (Olmos 1547; Carochi 1645; Andrews 1975; Launey 
1976, 1979, 1986; Langacker 1976, 1977; Langacker & Munro 1975) - has 
seriously questioned the existence of passive in Nahuatl. However, formul
ations such as "no specifiable referent in the nonlinguistic world" (Andrews 
1975:79), "effacement du sujet" (Launey, e.g. 1981:21), etc. are commonly 
found; it is therefore surprising that this insight has led no one to take the final 
step. 

Secondly, as a corollary to the first aim, I wish to suggest that we reserve 
the term passive for the best known, but apparently exceptional constructions, 
namely those that include an optional agent. 

2. The situation in Nahuatl from the 16th century 

In Nahuatl, nouns are not marked for case. Verbs are with prefixes marked for 
person and number of subject and object (see Table 1). The marking is obliga
tory and thus occurs also when a nominal subject and object are present in the 
clause.' 

(1) ni-yo:li 
lso:suBJ-live 
'I live' 

~ 
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j 
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I 

t 
j 

l 
f 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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Table 1: Subject and object prefixes in 16th century Nahuatl 

SUBJECT OBJECT 
SG 

l. ni- ne:t-
2. ti- mit-
3. 0 ki-, te:-, A.a-
PL 
l. ti- .. , te:t-
2. am- .. 

, 
ame:t-

3. 0 .. , kim-

fJ-yo:li-, in ci:ci:me:ka-, 
3:SUBJ-live-PL:SUBJ the Chichimec-PL 
'the Chichimecs (they) live' 

ti-yo:li-' 
1PL:SUBJ-live-PL:SUBJ 
'we live' 

ni-k-itta 
lso:sUBJ-3so:oBJ-see 
'I see (it) the coyote' 

in koyo:A 
the coyote 

@-ne:c-itta-' 
3:SUBJ-1SG:OBJ-see-PL:SUBJ 
'the Chichimecs see me' 

in ci:ci:me:ka-' 
the Chichimec-PL 

3 

The distinction between intransitive and transitive is an important feature 
in the language; a transitive verb must have an object prefix. If there is no 
specifiable object one of two prefixes occurs, te:- 'human', Aa- 'nonhuman': 

(6) ni-te:-itta 

(7) 

lSG:SUBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:HUM-see 
'I see (humans)' 

ni-Aa-k"a 
lSG:SUBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-eat 
'I eat' 

• 
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The independent words meaning 'something', if...a', and 'someone', aka', 
are - as opposed to te:- and 'Aa- - syntactically specifiable and demand the 
regular 3. person singular specifying object prefix: 

(8) I<:'" is i'Aa' ti-k-1<:'" a 
QUESTION something 2SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-eat 
'do you eat something?' 

There is only one set of specifying object prefixes; the object marking thus 
gives no evidence for distinguishing between indirect and direct object: 

(9) 

(10) 

ni-k-'Aa-maka 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-give 
'I give (him/her) my father "things'" 

no-ta 'tin 
lsG:Poss-father 

ni-k-te:-maka 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:HUM-give 
'I give (it) the flower away' 

in so:cif.. 
the flower 

According to an exceptionless rule only one specifying object marker is 
permitted per verb. If there are two specifiable objects, only one of them is 
marked on the verb: 

(11) 

(12) 

fJ-ne:c-fJ-maka no-ta'tin in so:ci'A 
3:SUBJ-1sa:om-3sG:OBJ-give 1sG:Poss-father the flower 
'(he/she) my father gives me the flower' 

ni-k-fJ-maka in 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-3SG:OBJ-give the 
'I give (it) the flower to my father' 

fo:ci'A no-ta 'lin 
flower lsG:Poss-father 

Maka 'give' is a ditransitive verb, and the absence of an unspecifying object 
prefix (te:- or /..a-) in examples (11) and (12) indicates that both objects are 
specifiable; nothing in the language indicates a distinction between our con
cepts of direct and indirect object, but if a first or second person object co
occurs with a third person object, then third person yields to first or second 
person. Since two specifying object prefixes never co-occur in one verb form, 
the place of the fJ is arbitrary, and example (11) may just as well be written 
this way: fJ-fJ-ne:c-maka. Table 1, which shows positions of the prefixes, 
should probably have one more position for the other object that just never 
appears. 

A nominal object may be incorporated, appearing in the position immediate
ly preceding the verb; the restrictions on object prefixes do not apply to an 
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incorporated object, so in ditransitive verbs it may co-occur with a specifying 

object prefix: 

(13) ni-k-so:ti-maka no-ta 'tin 
1sG:SUBJ-3sa:om-flower-give lsa:Poss-father 
'I give (him/her) flowers to my father' 

There is also a set of reflexive prefixes which have their position after the 
specifying object prefixes and before te:- and A.a-: 

(14) ni-no-mik-tia 
1SG:SUBJ-1SG:REFL-die-cAUS 
'I kill myself 

(15) fJ-mo-mik-tia 

(16) 

3:SUBJ-3SG:REFL-die-CAUS 
'he kills himself 

ti-to-mik-tia-' 
1 PL:SUBJ-1PL:REFL-die-CAUS-PL:SUBJ 
'we kill ourselves' 

The order of prefixes is: subject prefix, specifying object prefix, reflexive 
prefix, unspecifying human object prefix, and unspecifying nonhuman object 
prefix (see Table 2). 

Table 2: Verbal prefixes and their positions 

2 3 4 5 6 

SUBJ SPEC.OBJ REFL.PREF UNSP.OBJ 

1 ni- ne:~- -no-

2 ti- mit- -mo-

3 0 k(i)- mo- te:-, /..a- incorp. N stem 

1 ti- .. 
, 

te:~- -to-

2 am- .. , arne:~- -mo-

3 0 .. ' ki-im- mo-
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A whole array of derivational suffixes derive transitives from intransitives 
and ditransitives from transitives, with varying content and functions of the 
new arguments according to choice of derivational suffix: 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

ni-k-yo:li-tia (from yo:li 'live') 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-Jive-CAUS 
'I revive him' 

ni-k-A.a-k"'a-ltia (from kwa 'eat') 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-eat-CAUS 
'I feed him' 

ni-k-A.a-kwa:-lia (from kwa 'eat') 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC :OBJ: NONHUM-eat-" APPLICATIVE" 
'I eat from/for him' 

The markings of subject and object on the verbs do not express semantic 
roles. The following examples show how the syntactic subject disregards the 
semantic role of its referent: 

(20) 0-miki 'he dies' 

(21) 0-we:iya 'he becomes big' 

(22) 0-weti 'he falls' 

(23) 0-kwi:ka 'he sings' 

(24) 0-icteki 'he robs' 

(25) 0-k-a:na 'he takes it' 

(26) 0-k-mik-tia 'he kills him' 

3. Constructions traditionally called impersonals and passives 

The constructions that are traditionally called impersonals and passives are 
centered around verbs derived with two derivational suffixes, -wa and -(l)o, 
from intransitive and transitive verbs, respectively; historically the two suffixes 
can be shown to have the same origin (cf. Launey 1981). Basically, intransitive 
verbs take the suffix -wa, and transitives take the suffix -(l)o. However, this 
distribution is not absolute; the suffix -wa also occurs with a few transitive 
verbs; and the suffix -(l)o is found with some intransitive verbs. For the 
present discussion the distribution of the two suffixes is of no consequence. 
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The translation of the following examples is in agreement with the tradition
al interpretation of the constructions: 

(27} ni-koci 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

1sG:SUBJ-sleep 
'I sleep' 

koci:-wa 
sleep-"IMPERSONAL" 
'"people" sleep' 

ni-k-kwa 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-eat 
'I eat it' 

ni-kwa:-lo 
lSG:SUBJ-eat-"PASS" 
'I am eaten' 

A.a-k"' a:-lo 
UNSPEC:NONHUM-eat-"IMPERSONAL" 
'something is eaten' 

ni-k-A.a-maka 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-give 
'I give (him/her) my father "things'" 

0-A.a-mak-o 
3SG:SUBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-give-"PASS" 
'my father is given something' 

no-ta 'tin 
1SG:POSS-father 

no-ta'tin 
1so:poss-father 

(34) te:-A.a-mak-o 
UNSPEC:HUM-UNSPEC:NONHUM-give- "IMPERSONAL" 
'someone is given something' 

The Jesuit Horacio Carochi, who in 1645 wrote an impressively insightful 
grammar of Nahuatl, makes an interesting distinction between passive and 
impersonal based on the specifiability of arguments. Forms within the sphere 
of impersonals and passives that have no specifiable argument he calls imper
sonals, whereas those that have at least one specifiable argument are named 
passives. He would thus call (28), (31), and (34) impersonals and (30) and (33) 
passives. 

The derivation of verbs with the suffixes -wa and -(l)o was productive in 
the 16th century; however, it was subject to some general constraints con-
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nected with the feature human versus nonhuman. These constraints have been 
analyzed and described in detail by Launey (1976, 1979, 1986) to whom I owe 
much of this insight. In wa-verbs the unspecifiable subject must be human (see 
example (28)); unspecifiability of a nonhuman subject of intransitive verbs does 
not involve the suffix -wa, but is expressed with the prefix >.a-: 

(35) 0-wa:/d in so:ci'A. 
3:SUBJ-dry the flower 
'the flower dries' 

(36) >.a-wa:ld 
UNSPEC:NONHUM-dry 
'everything dries' 

Lo-verbs derived from transitive verbs have either a subject marker referring 
to a human (see examples (30) and (33)) or a nonhuman, unspecifying object 
marker that translates as subject (see example (31)); in the case of !o-verbs 
derived from ditransitives the second option involves two unspecifying object 
prefixes of which te:- is the one that translates as subject (see example (34)). 

If the promoted object is nonhuman and specifiable, then a different con
struction - e.g. a reflexive one - will be chosen: 

(37) 0-mo-IC'a 
3:SUBJ-3SG:REFL-eat 
'it is eaten' 

(38) 8-mo-te:-maka in so:ci'A. 
3:SUBJ-3SG:REFL-UNSPEC:OBJ:HUM-give the flower 
'flowers are given away' 

This description of the constructions in focus has so far not revealed any
thing that makes them significantly distinct from passive constructions in other 
languages. However, /o-verbs display a number of features that suggest a dif
ferent analysis. 

It was observed already in the first Nahuatl grammar, in that of Fray 
Andres de Olmos from 1547, that the agent cannot be expressed: Ni tampoco 
rescibe persona agente expressa 'Neither does it receive an expressed agent' 
(Olmos 1547:99). The aforementioned Jesuit grammarian Horacio Carochi 
says: 

Los verbos passiuos no tienen persona, que haze, que en latin se pone en ablativo 
con a. vel ab. por que no se dize en esta lengua yo soy amado de Pedro, lo qual 
es menester dezir por actiuo, ni!chtla(otla in Pedro. (The passive verbs do not 
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have a person that acts, the one which in Latin is given in the ablative with a or 
ab, because in this language one does not say I am loved by Pedro, this it is 
necessary to express with the active, nl!chtla(otla in Pedro [Pedro loves me].) 

(Carochi 1645:433) 

This observation has been repeated in all later descriptions of the language. 
Now, the lack of agent in the constructions called passives is cross-linguisti

cally not such a rare feature. However, Nahuatl/o-verbs deviate markedly in 
another respect: they can be derived from reflexive verbs. The verb meaning 
'run' is inherently reflexive in Nahuatl: 

(39) ni-no-A.aloa 
lsG:SUBJ-1 SG:REFL-run 
'I run' 

When !o-verbs are derived from reflexive verbs, an unspecifying reflexive 
prefix, ne-, occurs: ne-A.alo:-lo 'everyone runs'. In Nahuatl - just like in 
other languages - the characteristic feature of a reflexive form is that the 
referents of subject and object are identical. Reflexive constructions thus 
presuppose a subject. To explain the reflexive form of /o-verbs with the un
specifying reflexive prefix I therefore propose that these verbs have an unspeci
fiable subject: 

(40) ne-A.alo:-/o 
UNSPEC:REFL-run-UNSPEC:SUBJ 
"'people" run' 

This leads me to suggest a different analysis of /o-verbs in general, namely 
that they all have an agent, but an unspecifiable one. Example (30) will thus 
receive the following analysis and a different translation: 

(30') ni-k .. a:-lo 
UNSPEC:SUBJ-lSG:OBJ-eat-UNSPEC: SUBJ 
'someone unspecifiable eats me' 

This also clarifies the apparent lack of agent: the agent cannot be expressed 
because it is already there, although unspecifiable and expressed by zero. 

According to this analysis the sentence has two subjects, an unspecifiable 
agentive subject and a specifiable human subject, expressed by the regular 
subject marker, promoted from object status. None of the two can be explained 
away and analyzed as something else; the one has the regular shape of a 
subject prefix, and the other, the unspecifiable one, is presupposed as subject 
by the unspecifying reflexive prefix. 
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In discussions about causatives - and passives - and the hierarchy of 
grammatical relations Comrie has touched in general terms upon the possibility 
of "two subjects in a single clause". He says: 

Since the English passive involves two processes - OBJECT PROMOTION and 
SUBJECT DEMOTION Or SUBJECT DELETION - a reasonable question to ask is 
whether, in other languages, these two exist independently, i.e. whether there are 
languages with passives involving only Subject Demotion, or involving only Object 
Promotion. The latter possibility would give rise to a derived structure with two 
subjects, and while I am not convinced that such a structure must be excluded from 
linguistic theory, I know of no languages where the passive illustrates this 
possibility. 

(Comrie 1977:47-48) 

This description applies quite accurately to Nahuatl constructions with /o-verbs: 
the object is promoted, and the subject is not deleted, but unspecifiable. 

The analysis that posits an unspecifiable subject in constructions with lo
verbs receives support from other cases of unspecifiability in Nahuatl: I have 
already shown that 'unspecifiable object' is expressed by the prefixes, te:· and 
)I.a. (see examples (6) and (7)). Unspecifiability is found also in connection 
with nouns: an 'unspecifiable possessor' is expressed by the prefix te:-. In 
Nahuatl, nouns are explicitly marked as unpossessed or possessed, whereas the 
noun referring to the possessor has no marking: 

(41) siwa:-X. 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

woman-UNPOSSESSED 
'woman' 

no-siwa:-w 
1 :SG:POSS-woman-POSSESSED 
'my woman' 

i:-siwa:-w itcoaX. 
3:SG:POSS-woman-POSSESSED ltzcoatl 
'Itzcoatl's woman' 

te:-siwa:-w 
UNSPEC: POSS: HUM-woman-POSSESSED 
'someone's woman' 

With this comprehensive occurrence of the concept of unspecifiability, un
specifying object prefixes, an unspecifying reflexive prefix, and an unspeci-
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fying possessor prefix, one is tempted to say that an unspecifiable subject is 
even expected. 

A further implication of this analysis is that wa-verbs and lo-verbs will be 
given the same description: both types have an unspecifiable subject. The verb 
koCi:-wa will then be understood to mean 'someone unspecifiable sleeps', and 
it is appropriately translated 'everyone or people sleep': 

(28') koci:-wa 
sleep-UNSPEC: SUBJ 
'everyone sleeps' 

Additional support for the unspecifiable subject is provided by the above 
mentioned exceptionless rule that permits only one specifying object marker 
per ditransitive verb. The rule was exemplified by examples (11) and (12) that 
were shown to contrast with examples (9) and (10) in that the latter have one 
specifying and one unspecifying object prefix: 

(11) fJ-ne:c-fJ-maka no-ta'tin in !o:ciX. 

(12) 

(9) 

(10) 

3:sUBJ-1SG:OBJ-3SG:OBJ-give 1so:Poss-father the flower 
'my father gives me the flower' 

ni-k-fJ-maka in !o:CiX. 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-3SG:OBJ-give the flower 
'I give (it) the flower to my father' 

ni-k-X.a-maka 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-give 
'I give (him/her) my father "things"' 

no-ta'tin 
1so:Poss-father 

no-ta'tin 
1SG:POSS-father 

ni-k-te:-maka 
1SG:SUBJ-3SG:OBJ-UNSPEC:OBJ:HUM-give 

in !o:ciX. 
the flower 

'I give (it) the flower away' 

Lo-verbs derived from ditransitives likewise permit only one specifying prefix, 
namely one that r~fers to the promoted object which has acquired subject form; 
or - expressed differently - they permit no specifying object marker at all. 

(11 ') ni-fJ-mak-o in !o:ciX. 
"1SG:SUBJ" -3SG:OBJ-give-UNSPEC:SUBJ the flower 
'someone unspecified gives me the flower' 

(9') fJ-X.a-mak-o 
"3SG:SUBJ" -UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-give-UNSPEC:SUBJ 
'someone unspecified gives him "things"' 
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In other words, precisely like in the active ditransitive constructions, the 
absence of an unspecifying object prefix indicates that there is a specifiable 
object; thus instead of the expected form *ni-k-mak-o we get the form in (11 '). 

It may seem problematic to assign object function to prefixes that elsewhere 
indicate subject. However, whichever way to-verbs are analyzed there will be 
some overlap in functions between subject and object prefixes. According to 
the traditional analysis the unspecified nonhuman object prefix A.a- may be 
assigned subject function as in example (31 '): 

(31 ') A.a-kw a:-lo 
UNSPEC:SUBJ:NONHUM-eat-UNSPEC:SUBJ 
'something is eaten' 

whereas according to my analysis it continues to function as an unspecifying, 
nonhuman object marker: 

(31 ") A.a-~a:-lo 
UNSPEC:OBJ:NONHUM-eat-UNSPEC:SUBJ 
'someone unspecified eats something' 

4. Conclusion 

My claim is that lo-verbs in Classical Nahuatl are not passive forms and that 
wa-verbs are not impersonals, but that both are active forms that have an 
unspecifiable subject, indicated by the two suffixes, -lo and -wa, and that the 
nouns referred to by specifying subject prefixes in lo-verbs function as objects. 
I shall now sum up the arguments on which this claim is based: 

1. lo-verbs can be formed from reflexive verbs and have an unspeci
fying reflexive prefix; 

2. the agent cannot be expressed in constructions with lo-verbs; 
3. unspecifiability is a pervasive feature in the language; unspecifiable 

object and unspecifiable possessor are expressed systematically; 
4. an exceptionless rule that restricts the number of specifying object 

prefixes to one applies also to lo-verbs - if the prefix for promoted 
object is counted as an object prefix; 

5. lo-verbs and wa-verbs will now receive the same analysis. 

The concept of the unspecifiable subject that I find so exceptionally clearly 
illustrated in Nahuatl from the 16th century is definitely embraced by the 
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characteristics of passives and related constructions established through cross
linguistic studies. And my analysis is not fundamentally different from other 
treatments of wa-verbs and fo-verbs in Nahuatl. Demotion of subject, and 
"effacement du sujet" (Launey 1981), is completely in consonance with my 
"unspecifiable subject". In his book on Nor-Distinct Argwnents in Uto-Aztecan 
Langacker (1976) demonstrates the extension of the discussed phenomena for 
the whole language family. 

What I object to in those analyses is the use of the term passive; and ter
minology is not a matter to be treated lightly. I question the usefulness of 
lumping together quite diverse constructions from a great many of the lan
guages of the world under the term passive. 

Such lumping is a reflection of the age and tremendously deep roots of the 
traditional European linguistics; and the foundation of this our only linguistics 
with its attitudes has not been changed substantially by more recent studies of 
non-Indo-European languages, studies that are often used simply to confirm the 
appropriateness of our traditional inventory of concepts. 

Discussions of "near universals" are dangerous; we find what we look for, 
or, in other words, our expectations influence our analysis, we distort data to 
make them fit the model; and with every exemplification of a "near universal" 
it is confirmed and fuel is added to the vicious circle. 

In order to progress in our understanding of human language we need to 
focus on the specific phenomena in individual languages and test the few con
cepts that so far appear to be universal, but we want to be specifically cautious 
about the firmly cemented concepts that appear natural to us because they are 
so deeply rooted in our culture. 

Let me conclude by answering my original question: what is it that we gain 
or lose by calling a certain construction in Nahuatl a passive? We gain little 
since the concept of passive contributes nothing to the description of Nahuatl. 

On the contrary, we gain in our understanding of Nahuatl by analyzing it 
in accordance with the unique morphology of that language and by recognizing 
the systematic way of expressing the unspecifiable as something particularly 
characteristic of Nahuatl. And at least as important: by restricting and clari
fying the definition and domain of the concept of passive to include only those 
that permit an optional agent we also here sharpen our insight. 
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Notes 

1. None of the examples are taken from existing texts from the 16th century. They are all 
typical linguist's examples, out of context; and the translations are equally unreal and 
in many cases unacceptable as English sentences. 
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